
Triangle division

Look at this triangle :

As the position ofP changes, so do the areas ofthese triangles.
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Joiningl with any point P on BC, we can divide this into two

triangles. A
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What is the mathematics of this change? (See the section,

Area ratio in the lesson, Ratio and Proportion in the Class

8 textbook.)

Ifwe denote the perpendicular dist ance from A lo BC by h,

then we get

areaof A,APB !h"BP

areaof A,APC ,!h"PC
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Half-area

We have seen that in an isosceles
triangle, the linejoiningthe vertex where

the equal sides meet and the mid-point
ofthe opposite side, divides it into two
congruent triangles.

Since the smaller triangles are
congruent, their areas are equal and so

each is half the area of the original
triangle.

Ifthe triangle is not isosceles, then the
small triangles so obtained are not
congruent.

But still, the area ofeach is halfthat of
the original triangle. (Why?)



Different ways

Look at these pictures:

Each vertex of the triangle is joined to
the mid-point of the opposite side. All
small triangles got this way have area

half the original triangle. Is there any

other method to divide the triangle into
triangles of half the area?

For example, look at this picture.

A

and so

areaof A,APB BP
areaofAAPC PC =2

This can be stated in another manner. Since the length ofBP
is twice that of PC, the area of MPB is twice that of

^APC.
Now suppose in the same picture, we draw another line
throughl as shownbelow? 

A

BlcmQ3cmp2cmC
Now we have tlree triangles. What are the relations behveen

their areas?

We can say that the area of L,4QP isthrice the area of MBp,
the area of MPC is two-third the area of A,4 QP and so on.

In short, we can say that the areas of AABQ, AAQP, AAPC
areintheratiol:3:2

BP4^
PC - t ='

,i,';
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Even in the case ofdivision into two triangles, we can state

the relation between areas as a ratio (How do you state this

for the first picture in our example?). When there are more

than two parts, it is more convenient to state this relation as a

ratio.

Now try these problems:

. Draw a triangle of sides 4, 5 and 6 centimetres. Divide

it into two triangles, one with one-third the area, and

the other with two-thirds the are4 ofthe original triangle.

. Draw a triangle and divide it into three triangles ofequal

area in various ways.

. Draw a triangle of sides 6,7 and 8 centimetres. Divide
it into three triangles whose areas are in the ratio

1:2:3.

Parallel division

The three lines in the pictwe below are parallel to each other:

The perpendiculm distance between

same at all points, right? Thus,

XY - AB and YZ: BC.

a pair ofparallel lines is

in the picture below,

Quarter-area

ln the picture below, the points which
divide a side of a triangle are all
connected to the opposite veftex.

The area of each small triangle is a
quarter ofthe area ofthe large triangle,
isn't it? We can also divide the other
sides into four equal parts to make
quarter area triangles.

There's a different way. First join one
vertex 10 lhe mid-point ofthe opposite
side.

Nowjoin the midpoint of this line with
the other two vefiices.

Are there other ways?

X Y z

A B C



Equal division

Draw three parallel lines, equal distances

apart:

A line cuts these three lines as shown

below:

Can you prove that AB : BC?

Suppose we draw a perpendicular as in
the next picture?

We need only prove lhat A,4BP and

LCBQ are congruent.

Now suppose a line cuts four equidistant
parallel lines at A, B, C, D. See if you

can similarly prove that

AB-BC-CD.

Now instead ofa perpendicular, what ifwe draw a slanted

line?

Now-l7and lB are not equal; nor are Y Z and BC.Bltthe
ratio of-l7to IZ is the same as the ratio of AB to BC.

How do we see it?

Look at this picture:

As seen earlier,

AB _ areaof A,YAB

BC area of L,YC B

(We could have got this, without using this principle. How?)

Similarly from the next picture, we see that

areaof A.BXT
area of L BZY

XYtz-

ii .
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Now in each ofthese pictures, look at the triangles on the left
(that is, A)'l-B and AB-KI). Both are between the same two
parallel lineslXand B1; and they have the same base BL
So, their areas are equal (See the section, Unchanging areas

ofthe lesson, Areas).

Similarly, we can see that the triangles on the right (that is

LYCB, LBY4have the same area. So, from the two equations

above, we find

area of A BXY

areaof L,BZY

areaof A.YA B

- area of LYCB

*AB_BC

However slanted we drawthe line -LZ- this relation remains

true, doesn't it?

What does this mean? The length lB is a certain part of (or

in some cases, certain times) the length BC; and the length

-YIis the same part of (or the same times) the length of IZ.

For example, ifthe length oflB is 1 centimetre and the length

of-BC is 2 centimetres, then though we cannot say what the

XY and YZ act',:a.lly are, we can say that the length IZ is hvice

the length-U{

Hele the lengths l-B and BC are distances between the parallel

lines. Thus ifthe distance between the second and the third

line is twice the distance between the first and the second

I ines. lhen lZ is twjce,Oi : rn other u ords. w hen paral lel I ines

like these intersect any other line, the piece between the second

and the third line would be twice the length of the piece

between the first and the second.

XY_
,7. -

Parallel division

We saw that equidistant parallel lines
divide any line into equalpieces. This idea

can be used to divide any length into
equal parts.

Draw some parallel lines, equal distance

apart, on paper.

t2 l0

Now if we want to divide a piece of
eerkkil into seven equal parts, then all
we need to is place it exactly between
eight ofthese lines.



Now what about more than three parallel lines? We can

consider three lines at atime, as we have donejustnow, and

see that the ratio ofthe lengths ofpieces cut on any line and

the mtio ofthe distances between the parallel lines are equal.

We can state this briefly as follows:

Three or more parallel lines cut any line in the

ratio of the distances between them

We can note another thing. Look at this picture:

The ratio of the lengths of the pieces l,Mand,411r'of the

slanted line above, is equal to the ratio ofthe distances

between the parallel lines; the ratio ofthe lengths ofthe pieces

P8, qR of the slanted line below is also the same. Thus

LM 19
MN=QR

In general, we have the following:

(@^\QU Thrae or more parallel lines cur any two line s in
(\4)- the some rotio.
$r

] ri ,,

Circle division

Look at this picture:

See how a 4 centimetre long lrne rs

dir ided into lwo. three and four pieces

ofequal lenglh. We can divide up to eight

equal pieces using this figure itself.

Can you draw an arc ofa circle like this
in ruled paper and divide a 6 centimetre

long line into 7 equalpieces?

4 crn

[ 10]
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When quantities change without their ratio changing, we say

that they are proportional. So, we can also state our result as

follows:

Three or more parallel lines cut any two lines
proportionally.

Let's look at an application ofthis idea:

. How do we divide a 6 centimetre long line in the ratio

4:32

The lengths ofthe two pieces got on dividing a 6 centimetre

7/1
longlineintheratio4:3are ll and 2l centimetres (How

do we getthese?). Can we measute offthese lengths?

Let's look at another way. A line 7 centimetre long can be

easily divided in this ratio; we need only cut it into 3
centimefes and 4 centimetres long pieces.

Draw three
below:

Parallel ratio

parallel lines as shown

Now place a ruler as shown below:

2cm 4cm

When the distance between the lines,
measured along the ruler, is 3

centimetres, what is the distance
berween the second and third. again
measured along the ruler?

Tilt the ruler upwards, so that the first
distance becomes 4 centimetres.What

is the second distance now?

2cm 4 cm



Ratio in moYement

Imagine a particle moving at constant

speed above the ground. its shadow on

the ground also moves with constant

speed.

(If this is hard to visualise, think of an

ant running along a string stretched taut
above the ground and its shadow on the

ground.)

Wlen the particle moves from )fto )',
its shadow moves from I to B.

So, ifthe speed ofthe particle is denoted

by v and the speed of its shadow by a,

then

(Why?). From this, we get

Similarly if the particle moves from I'to
Z, so that the shadow moves from B to
C, we get

So,

from which we get

XY AB

XYv
Att u

YZv
BC_,

XY YZ
E= BC

A'Y AB
W_BC

A

We can easily see that

C

AC_
CB_

B

PR4
RQ,=J

Here the perpendicular lP can be ofany length. So, we can

even draw the top line from I itsell if we want:

B

Inthisfigurealso,wehave # = ffi= {,.ightz(Drulvu
perpendicular throughA and see).

. Suppose we want to divide a 6 centimetre long line in
the ratio 3 : 2. Can we use a 5 centimetre long line
instead of a 7 centimetre long line in our first example?

Tryit!

Now we need not draw perpendiculars as in the first example;

all we need are parallel lines.

Look at these pictures:
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Now suppose we draw a line through D, parallel to BC
C

tD IjV -- i.isn'tit? (To understand this better. draw a

line through A also, parallel to BC. Things may be

clearer, ifthe three parallel lines are extended)

Now try these problems:

. Draw a line, 8 centimetres long and divide it in the

ratio 4 : 5.

. Draw a line, 10 centimetres long and divide it in the

ratio 3 : 4.

. Draw a line, 6 centimetres long and divide it in the

ratio2:3:4.

. Daw atriangle ofperimeter 13 centimetres and lengths

ofsides in the ratio 2 :3 :4.

. Draw a line, 8 centimetres long and divide it into five

equal parts.

Anotherdivision

Look at this picture:

The line PQ is parallel to the side BC of A,4BC.

By now you must have drawn many such pictures. What can

you say about # ^offit gr you*unt, you can draw

one more parallel line in the picture and extend PQ and BC
to see things quickly.)

Two ways

The picture below shows three parallel
lines intersecting two lines:

Here we have

LM !9
fuIN = QR

So, if we know that PQ : 1.5 cm and
pfr : 3 cm, then we can say that,44y'is
twice LM, though we cannot compute
these lengths.

Again, from the above equation, we also
get

LM MN
Pa- Oa

So, if we know that Pp = 1.5 cm and

LM- \ .2 cm, then we can say that,l.4y'

.4
) of QR.



Another way

To divide a 6 centimetre long line in the

ratio 3 :2, we used a 5 centimetre long
line. ln fact, we can use any line to do

this.

Draw a line 6 centimetres long and draw

another line through one of its end points.

Now use compass to mark five
equidistant points on the upper line as

shown below:

Join the fifth point and the other end

the bottom line. Draw the line parallel

this, through the third point.

of
to

6cm

6cm

6cm

Using the fact that parallel lines cut any two lines

AP AQ
proponronarr). weget pC - eE .

We can get similar results by &awing lines parallel to other

sides ofthe fiangle:

A

In the first figure,

second figure?

CAX
we have H - #. What about the

How do we state this as a general principle?

ffi.- , o triangle. a line parallel ro one side divides

2! ,nt other two si,les in the some rotio.
lJ(

Here, instead ofthe phrase "in the same ratio", we can use

the phrase "proporlionalll'.

Let's look at some applications ofthis result:

. In the picture, P is the midpoint of AB and+heline PQ

is parallel to BC

t",# -ff . Since r isthemidpointoflB, wehave ffi
- 1. So, # = 1 . Thus, Q is the midpoint oflC. What do

we see here?

ln atriangle, a line through the midpoint ofa side and

parallel to another side, bisects the third side.
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In the figure below,lD is the biseclor of L4.
A

RN
We want to t-rnd out ff

How do we use the theorem we saw above? If we

had a triangle with one side BC and another sided

parallel tolD, then we could have applied the result.

For this, we draw the line through B,parallelto AD;
and then extend Cl to cut it at -8.

E

Now in ACEB, the linelD is parallel to the side BE.

So,

BD EA
DC' AC

In this, we know lC. Let's find El also.

lD is the bisector of L .So, IBAD and ICAD are

equal. Let's denote each by:r'.

Rational ratio

If the distance between three or more
parallel lines are rationalnumbers, then
it is not difficult to see that they cut any
line in the ratio ofthe distances between
them.

For example, suppose that the distances

between three parallel lines is in the ratio
2:3.

since ff - l. o" t,aue )ea lac.
So, ifwe draw parallel lines through the

mid-point of AB and through the two
points oftrisection of BC also, we get

six equidistant parallel lines in all.

These equidistant parallel lines divide
-lZ also into five equal parts.Of these,

,XTconsists of nro parts and IZconsisls

ofthree parts. Thus
xv2
YZ3



Irrational ratio

In the figure below, B is the centre of
the circle:

Can you see thal AB : BC - ut2 : l?

BDC
6 cm --------- --'

Since AD and EB are parallel, we have

IAEB: ICAD

Moreover,

IABE: IBAD

(The reason forthis?)

Thus in A lEB. we have

IAEB __ IABE
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(:
6cm

So, we have

AE=AB

(See the section, Isosceles triangles of the lesson

Congruent triangles, in the Class 8 textbook.)

6cm

Thus we find

BD _ BA _1
DC_AC_5

The arguments in the first example can be used in any

triangle.

In the triangle shown below, the lengths ofthe sides

AC andAB arc denoted by b and c. The line lD is the

bisector of IBAC.

C

Shadow math

The height up to the lowest branch ofa
tree is 1 metre and the length ofshadow
up to that is 2 metres. The total length
ofthe shadow is 8 metres.

What is the height of the tree?



Fxternal dMsion

ln the figure below, ff =2.

That is, AP : PB:2 : I

Now extend l-B and mark a point Q

on il snch that BQ : AB .

B a

AO
Then we also hav" 6 =2.

Here, we say that Q divides AB
externally in the ratio 2 : 1.

Instead of extending lB to the right,
suppose we extend it to the left?

In the figure above, AR = AB.

AR Iso'r":t

Here the point R divides l'B externally
in the ratio I : 2.

So,

Just for a change, let's draw the parallel to lD through

C and intersect it with l-B extended:

As in the last example, we can show thalin MCE,
we have IAEC : IACE: x" . andhence AE = AC
= b. (Do it!)

Can we say thatlD is the bisector of LABC?

The bisector of IBAC is aline tfuoughl, anlnvay;

by our theorem above, it also passes tlrough the point

which divides BC in the ratio c : 6. Here, this point of
division is D. Thus the bisector of ZBAC istheline
tkough I and D and so is in fact the linelD.

We can state this as a theorem:

SO ,, rriangle. the biselor of each angle divides
'$) the opposite side in the ratio oJ the sides of the
!4 onel,

Can we reverse this? In the triangle IBC shown below,

BD _BA_BA _9
DC_AE_AC_b

BD _AB _cDC AC_b

. 'i!
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Now do these problems on your own:

. In MBC shown below, the length oflB is 6 centimetres

and the length oflC is 5 centimetres. The length of
lP is 4 centimetres. The line PQ is parallel to BC

Findthe lengths of AQandQC.

. In LABC, a line parallel to BC cuts AB and AC al P
t D lQ

and Q. Show that ;B = ;(. .

. In the figure below, IBC is a right angled triangle.

AB = 10 centimetres and lC = 6 centimetres. The

midpoint oflB is M

Compute the lengths ofthe sides ofAMBl{

In the figure below, IBC is a right angled triangle and

Mis the midpoint oflB 
A

l. Prove thal MN - ; AC .

. Provelhat MC:-*: ru
Prove that the centre ofthe circumcircle ofa right angled

triangle is the midpoint ofits hlpctenuse.

Outside a tiangle

We can prove that a line drawn outside a

triangle, parallel to one of its sides, divides
the other two sides (externally) in the
same ratio. See this picture:

PQ is parallel to the side BC of MBC

Draw the line through I parallel to BC.

B

Then we can see that

AC rIB

AP= AO

Also, from the figure we get

PC AP+ AC ACI,

OB AO+ AB AB

Ae= Ae 1+ se

From these three equations, we get

AP AQ

PC- QB



Generalization

We saw in Class 8 that in an isosceles

triangle, the bisector ofthe angle at the

vertex where equal sides meet, bisects

the opposite side also,

In LABC, shown above AB = BC and

lD is the bisector of L4.So, BD = DC.

That is, in this triangle

BD

D'
AB

AC

BDC
In this also AD is the bisector of Zl. but

,ABBD
neither 

- 
nor ,a is equal to l.

Still we have,

BD AB

DC AC

Now look at this figure.

-i:
- :-i

ln the figure below, ABCD is aparallelogram andX, I
are the midpoints oflfl CD. The lines DXand Blcut
AC at P and Q.

Prove that AP = PQ = QC

In the figure,lB and CD are parallel.

Prove that APxPC=BPxPD


